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General
When partner preempts the bidding, they take away a lot of valuable bidding space. We hope that the
opponents are the ones with good hands and this loss of bidding space harms them. But when we are
the player with a good hand then this preempt has made our life more difficult. In this case, we must
overcome the damage of partner’s preempt by effectively making use of the bidding space that is left for
us. Let’s take a look at how we respond to partner’s 3-level preempt and attempt to reach the best final
contract.

Responding to 3-Major Preempt with a Fit
When partner opens the bidding with 3♥ or 3♠ and we have 3+card support for their suit, we usually
apply the Law of Total Tricks (LOTT) and raise to game – we expect to have a 10+card fit so we bid to the
10-trick level. This is true whether we have values (hoping to make) or no values (extending the
preempt).
If partner opens the bidding 3♥ or 3♠ and we have a doubleton in their suit, we do not have a large
enough fit to bid game without values. Instead, we must judge if our hand is good enough for partner to
make game in 4-Major. When partner opens 2-Major we have bidding space to inquire about Opener’s
hand by using 2NT as an asking bid (Feature, Ogust, etc.), but after a 3-Major opening we do not have
the bidding space needed to find out more information and we must guess. However, we can make this
guess an educated one. We should consider partner’s expected hand strength based on the position
and vulnerability where they made their preempt. Additionally, we should use good hand evaluation
techniques (not just our HCP) to determine if we should raise to game or not – Aces, Kings, and ruffing
values are most useful opposite partner’s preempt.
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Opposite a First Seat All Vulnerable 3♠ opening, consider the following hands for Responder:
Example 1
♠ Kx
♥ Jxx
♦ KQJx
♣ QJxx
Example 2
♠ Kx
♥ AKx
♦ xxxx
♣ Kxxx
Both of these hands are 13 HCP, but if partner holds ♠AQxxxxx and no other honor cards, then opposite
the hand in Example 1 we have no play and opposite Example 2 we have about a 50% chance of bringing
in 10 tricks. The second 13 HCP hand is much better in support of a preempt for partner.
Note: Although a 3NT bid is possible opposite a 3-Major preempt, it is rare unless Responder thinks
Opener’s suit is likely to “run”.

Responding to 3-Major Preempt without a Fit
When partner opens 3-Major and we have a singleton in their suit we have an 8-card fit (presumably),
but with only a singleton in partner’s suit, communication to partner’s hand will be difficult in a notrump
contract. Thus, we should only bid 3NT if we have a very good hand and likely a source of tricks of our
own. With a singleton in partner’s suit we are most likely to raise to 4-Major when we have a good
hand, but here we need a better hand than if we had a larger fit.
Example 3
If we have the following hand and partner bids 3♠ vulnerable:
♠x
♥ AKxx
♦ Kxxx
♣ Kxxx
Game is not a good contract opposite this hand:
♠ AQxxxxx
♥ xxx
♦x
♣ xx
But 3♠ might have a decent chance of making.
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When we have a void in partner’s suit, it’s good bet that their hand will be mostly useless to us. We may
bid 3NT with an excellent hand and usually a long strong minor of our own. If partner opens 3♠ with a
good hand and a 6+card suit, we can bid 4♥ (non-forcing) to look for another game. If partner opens 3♥
we can respond in ♠ but stay at the 3-level. Here bidding 3♠ only shows a good 5+card suit and is
forcing. The reason we can bid ♠ with only a 5-card suit is that partner can rebid 3NT without a ♠ fit.
Example 4
Opposite a 3♥ preempt from partner (in first seat, none vulnerable) this is a hand that would bid 3♠
even with only a singleton ♥.
♠ KQJxx
♥x
♦ AKxx
♣ Axx

Responding to 3-minor Preempt with a Fit
When partner opens 3-minor and we have a large fit, we apply the Law of Total Tricks (LOTT) and extend
the preempt when we have a poor hand (3♦ usually shows a 7-card suit, 3♣ can frequently be a 6-card
suit by Opener). We may also jump to 5-minor with a good hand and a large fit when we have reason
to believe that 3NT will not be a good contract; usually we have a void, singleton, or two small cards in
an outside suit.
When we have a fit for partner’s minor suit and a good hand, we can also respond in a good 5-card
Major to look for a better game in a Major suit fit. We also can bid 3NT with a good fit and a decent
hand – often our fit will allow us to make 9 tricks. We can do this aggressively when we have a fit
because if partner does not have a fit for our Major, then we can usually safely land in partner’s minor
suit at the 4-level.

Responding to 3-minor Preempt without a Fit
When we do not have a fit for partner’s minor then we no longer have a safe place to land if partner
does not have a fit for our suit. We must have an excellent hand (usually a very long Major) in order to
bid on in our own suit. Bidding 3NT without a fit is also dangerous because setting up partner’s suit will
not be easy – thus making 3NT will be extremely difficult unless we have a source of tricks on our own.
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Conclusion
Responding to partner’s preempt can be a challenge. First, we must evaluate the quality of our cards. A
large part of that is our fit for partner’s suit. Generally ,the larger our fit, the easier our bidding will be.
When we have a fit we know at least one safe place to play and this gives us freedom to explore for
other (better) fits. When we do not have a fit there is a danger of a misfit and we may get into trouble if
we respond and end up in 3NT or at the 4-level. It takes experience to properly judge these situations in
“real time” at the table, but keeping working on developing your judgement when partner preempts
you!
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